A new issue has come up with Ancestry Library Edition. The searches usually go well using Google Chrome. But yesterday we started having problems when printing the original images, such as census records. The print preview has bright red over the image and either prints red or dark gray depending upon the printer. I called the customer service at Ancestry Library Edition. They are working on the problem. For now, they suggest NOT using Google Chrome when printing original images is desired by the customer. I tried the same search using Firefox and the printouts were readable and did not have the red or dark gray, but extra white space was at the bottom of the page.

In case you need this assistance, here is the contact information:

Ancestry Library Edition
Technology Support
1-800-509-3884 (current as of 12/2/2014)
alt at ancestry.com

On Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 4:33 PM, Library of Congress <loc at service.govdelivery.com> wrote:

> Make the most of the Library's online collections: photographs, maps, sound recordings, films, legal and historical documents, and more. Join the Digital Reference Section's next free one-hour webinar for an interactive orientation to loc.gov.
> Date: Wednesday, December 10
> Time: 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m (Eastern Standard Time)
> URL: http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/orientation.html
Orientations are held in real time via webinar software, which allows participants from around the country and the world to join us. Registration is required. Confirmation, log-on instructions, and handouts will be sent via email.


This service is provided by the Library of Congress at www.LOC.gov
This happened to me today while trying to print something from a different web site using Chrome. It may be a Chrome issue rather than an ALE issue. It happened when I selected B/W because I was sending to a B/W printer. When I changed it to Color it worked fine. Curious...

On Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 4:49 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:

> A new issue has come up with Ancestry Library Edition. The searches
> usually go well using Google Chrome. But yesterday we started having
> problems when printing the original images, such as census records. The
> print preview has bright red over the image and either prints red or dark
> gray depending upon the printer. I called the customer service at
> Ancestry Library Edition. They are working on the problem. For now, they
> suggest NOT using Google Chrome when printing original images is desired by
> the customer. I tried the same search using Firefox and the printouts were
> readable and did not have the red or dark gray, but extra white space was
> at the bottom of the page.
>
> In case you need this assistance, here is the contact information:
Ancestry had a notice up yesterday that they were working on the site and that images may not be good, etc.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV  25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Betsy Paradis
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2014 5:44 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry Library Edition and Google Chrome

This happened to me today while trying to print something from a different web site using Chrome. It may be a Chrome issue rather than an ALE issue. It happened when I selected B/W because I was sending to a B/W printer. When I changed it to Color
it worked fine. Curious...

On Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 4:49 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
A new issue has come up with Ancestry Library Edition. The searches usually go well using Google Chrome. But yesterday we started having problems when printing the original images, such as census records. The print preview has bright red over the image and either prints red or dark gray depending upon the printer. I called the customer service at Ancestry Library Edition. They are working on the problem. For now, they suggest NOT using Google Chrome when printing original images is desired by the customer. I tried the same search using Firefox and the printouts were readable and did not have the red or dark gray, but extra white space was at the bottom of the page.

In case you need this assistance, here is the contact information:

Ancestry Library Edition
Technology Support
1-800-509-3884 (current as of 12/2/2014)
alt at ancestry.com

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Betsy Paradis
Reference/Special Collections Librarian
Belfast Free Library
Belfast, ME 04915
338-3884 ext. 25

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141203/b63f96b8/attachment.html>

From merlyn at iferretout.info  Wed Dec  3 12:56:03 2014
From: merlyn at iferretout.info (merlyn at iferretout.info)
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 2014 12:56:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Text Transcription Tool Recommendations
Message-ID: <a8033df373c1be988935987d494ef397@iferretout.info>

I am compiling a list of text transcription tools to share with researchers who come through the Dyer's doors. So far, it's a short list. These are the only ones that I've found that are made specifically to transcribe text. Are there any others?

- Transcript (PC)
- GenScriber (PC/Mac)
- Scrivener (Mac/PC) is great tool, but it is not made specifically for
transcribing. It's probably a bit too complicated for users if transcribing all they wish to do.

The tool does not have to be Free.

Many Thanks!
Merlyn Liberty
Dyer Memorial Library
http://www.dyerlibrary.org

From pjones at okhistory.org  Wed Dec  3 14:51:30 2014
From: pjones at okhistory.org (Patricia Jones)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 2014 13:51:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Text Transcription Tool Recommendations
In-Reply-To: <a8033df373c1be988935987d494ef397@iferretout.info>
References: <a8033df373c1be988935987d494ef397@iferretout.info>
Message-ID: <022201d00f32$887cdc10$997694305$@okhistory.org>

From ThePage and Scripto (both open source).

Patricia Nunes Jones, MLIS
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

From gbalah at cod.edu  Wed Dec  3 18:36:09 2014
From: gbalah at cod.edu (Gbala, Helen)
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 2014 23:36:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] History Section Genealogical Publishing Company Award
Message-ID: <3D353EC80D212F41B0E3B7ADE899E94E62023A33@MAIL10.cdnet-ad.ad.cod.edu>

Know any outstanding librarians worthy of a nod? Nominate him/her by December 14 for their outstanding work! They'll get all the bragging rights!

History Section Genealogical Publishing Company Award is presented to a librarian, library or publisher who is a RUSA member, and recognizes professional achievement in historical or genealogical reference, service or research librarianship. Sponsored by Genealogical Publishing Company; $1,500* and a citation.

Nomination materials should include

A completed copy of the nomination form (attached)

Complete contact information for both the nominee and the nominator

Previous work experience (titles and employers)

An outline of service to ALA, RUSA and the History Section Service to allied organizations

Awards received
Publication credits

A narrative outlining why the nominee deserves the award; must go beyond a listing of the nominee's credentials.

Any other information relevant to the nominee's qualifications for this award

Submissions must be received by December 14, 2014.

Mail to: Helen Gbala

ATTN: Genealogical Publishing Company Award

21W134 Club Terrace

Itasca, IL 60143

-OR-

E-mail to: gbalah at cod.edu

Subject: Genealogical Publishing Company Award

Helen E. Gbala
Chair, RUSA History Section Genealogical Publishing Company Award
Supervisor Cataloging/Processing
College of DuPage Library
630-942-2663
gbalah at cod.edu

------------ next part --------------
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From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com  Thu Dec  4 10:37:19 2014
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Thu, 4 Dec 2014 15:37:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Book Indexing Software
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E97A7D3E4E@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>

Hello:
Can anyone recommend a good shareware indexing software? I will be using it to create indexes for our local genealogy society's journal. And, as you can imagine, my budget is $0.
My current method consists of me manually marking up the document and then building the index in an excel spreadsheet. I keep thinking that there has to be easier way.

Thanks,
Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - NCR | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

I looked and could not find a price, but the library I retired from used CINDEX for many years to do involved indexing for the City Historian's publications. Besides CINDEX, there are Sky Index 6 (.txt) and Sky Index 7 (.sky7). and Macrex. I am told that one can also do this in Microsoft Word. Of course, Office compatible freeware may also have these features in their Word compatible module.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Jim Anderson a member of the Alabama Genealogical Society created an index for us (us being various genealogical groups in Alabama) to use when indexing magazines and old court records that is great and it is free. There was an article about his indexing program recently in a local history magazine, *Columns The Quarterly Newsletter of the International Society of Family History Writers and Editors* Volume 26, No. 4 December 2014

Jim Anderson has developed Format-A-Dex, a set of free web tools and guides to simplify the process of indexing a journal, newsletter, society magazine, or any other document that is fact-filled with names, places, and events. Because it was designed by a writer/editor involved in genealogy, Format-A-Dex is focused on the needs of editors in genealogical and historical societies. Jim welcomes feedback to help refine this product. More information about this free tool can be found on the Format-A-Dex website (http://www.formatadex.com/) and blog (http://format-a-dex.blogspot.com/).

Jim is most creative and a retired Apple dealer.

Yvonne Shelton Crumpler, Retired librarian from Tutwiler Collection of Southern History and Literature, Birmingham Public Library, Birmingham, AL Currently... President of the Alabama Genealogical Society

On Thu, Dec 4, 2014 at 9:48 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

> I looked and could not find a price, but the library I retired from used
> CINDEX for many years to do involved indexing for the City Historian's
> publications. Besides CINDEX, there are Sky Index 6 (.txt) and Sky Index
> 7 (.sky7). and Macrex. I am told that one can also do this in Microsoft
> Word. Of course, Office compatible freeware may also have these features in
> their Word compatible module.
>
> Larry Naukam
> Retired Director of Historical Services
> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
> Rochester NY Public Library
>
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>

--
*Yvonne Crumpler*

*rayscru at gmail.com <rayscru at gmail.com>*

All tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience to remain silent.
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser at fairfaxcounty.gov. Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.

And there's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it.

Thanks.

Elaine McHale
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC

December 2014

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
** BEST WISHES FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON **

RELIC SEEKS FUNDS FOR

NEW MICROFILM SCANNER

RELIC currently maintains a microfilm reader that allows scanning of images and downloading them to a flash drive. It has been a very popular service. Unfortunately this machine and its software, which are close to ten years old, are not supported by current technology. We expect its computer’s operating system will have to be upgraded in the near future. When that happens, the scanning function will no longer be operable.

We would like to obtain a new model film scanner, compatible with the latest technology. The Library’s current operating budget does not allow for such a major purchase, costing between $8000 and $18,000, depending on the model.

Donations made to “Prince William County? (with “RELIC Donation Account” on the check’s memo line) are now being earmarked for future purchase of this equipment. Friends of RELIC, who have derived some benefit from our services, are encouraged to contribute to this fund. We appreciate your support.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit eNotifications/subscribe<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx> and select Library ? What’s New in RELIC. Unless otherwise stated, all these programs will take place at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register online at RELIC Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-
December 11, 11 a.m. - Genealogy 201: Beyond the Basics, with Tish Como.

January 8, 11 a.m. - How to Be Successful Using DNA in Your Genealogy Research, with Jim Bartlett.

January 20, 7 p.m. - How to Be Successful Using DNA in Your Genealogy Research, with Jim Bartlett. (Repeat)

February 11, 2 p.m. - African American Genealogy: Tracking Families before the Civil War, with Don Wilson.

February 17, 7 p.m. - The American Invasion of Canada during the Revolutionary War, with Ron Mayer.

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

For a comprehensive list of upcoming genealogical programs scheduled in the Washington metropolitan area we recommend you see Harold?s List, compiled monthly by genealogist Harold McClendon of Mount Vernon, Virginia: http://mvgenealogy.org/PDFs/Upcoming_Genealogy_Events.pdf or email him at haroldm at erols.com to subscribe.

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS

Presented by Tish Como

Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching your family?s history. Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your family?s history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books. RELIC?s Tish Como will present this program on Thursday, December 11, at 11 a.m. at Bull Run Regional Library.

To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or arelic2 at pwcgov.org. You may also register a RELIC Programs by clicking on the program date.
HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL USING DNA IN YOUR GENEALOGY RESEARCH

Presented by Jim Bartlett

Learn what you can, and cannot, determine from the various DNA tests (Y-DNA, mtDNA and atDNA) from Jim Bartlett, who has been an active genealogist since 1974. He administers the BARTLETT-DNA Project, with 250 participants, and successfully uses DNA test results as an essential part of his genealogy research. Jim’s explanations and examples do not require an understanding of the biology behind the tests. His discussion will provide examples of what the various test results look like and how you can use them to further your genealogy research.

This 90 minute program will be presented twice at Bull Run Library: Thursday, January 8, 2015, at 11 a.m. and on Tuesday, January 20, 2015, at 7 p.m. To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-Programs.aspx> by clicking on the program date.

African American Genealogy:

TracKing Families Before the Civil War

Presented by Don Wilson

Discovering African American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC’s Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships and demonstrate the process through a case study approach. This 90 minute program is scheduled for Wednesday, February 11, 2015, beginning at 2 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.

To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-Programs.aspx> by clicking on the program date.
The American Invasion of Canada
during the Revolutionary War
Presented by Ron Mayer.

Military historian Ron Mayer will describe this unusual Revolutionary War campaign, among whose participants were Daniel Morgan and his Riflemen. Due to his efforts in Quebec, Morgan was promoted and given command of the Eleventh Virginia Regiment of the Continental Line. This program will be presented on Tuesday, February 17, beginning at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.

To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register at RELIC Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-Programs.aspx> by clicking on the program date.

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. Bull Run Regional Library is located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/Ask-RELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540. Hours, September to June (ET): Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed Federal holidays.
Those of you interested in helping your patrons begin to explore and understand the vast amount of family history information contained in each of their cells may be interested in my book published this week. NextGen Genealogy: The DNA Connection is available at Ancestry, Barnes & Noble and the publisher, ABC-Clio.

Dave Dowell in Nashville, TN
(805) 215-8395

Author of NextGen Genealogy: The DNA Connection, November 30th, 2014.


Follow "Dr D Digs Up Ancestors" <http://blog.ddowell.com/> http://blog.ddowell.com

Administrator of the Dowell Surname, the Smothers Surname & the R-S1026 Haplogroup DNA Projects @ FTDNA

Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:

Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.

You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.

Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.

If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I'll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.

Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.

Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.

Sincerely,

Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30

Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school yearbooks, or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Out-State collection - Gerti West (2).xls
We will take everything for Georgia. We can pay for postage.

Colby Hunter, Information Specialist
Dawson County Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 26 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
mailto:chunter at chestateelibrary.org chunter at chestateelibrary.org (e)

Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:

Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.

You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.
Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.

If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I'll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.

Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.

Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.

Sincerely,
--
Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org <http://www.alleganlibrary.org/>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school yearbooks, or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141208/93496e51/attachment.html>

From: kcarrier at tadl.org  Tue Dec 9 11:16:12 2014
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 2014 11:16:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items
In-Reply-To: <CA+UgxWbiM-Rpm+pa1a3QQ2uH=ZpJGXLcbsdKReMkUja0CYEj6Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+UgxWbiM-Rpm+pa1a3QQ2uH=ZpJGXLcbsdKReMkUja0CYEj6Q@mail.gmail.com>
Linda,

TADL will take the Flint Gene. Society Newsletters
RIDES ZV330 Woodmere
Attn: Katheryn Carrier

Thanks!

PS. If you do a "leftovers" list we *may* be able to take some more but we too have limited space available.

KC

Katheryn Carrier
Reference
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686 USA
231-932-8502 voice
231-932-8538 fax

On Mon, Dec 8, 2014 at 4:24 PM, Linda Koch <lkoch at alleganlibrary.org> wrote:

> Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:
> Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.
> You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.
> Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.
> If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I'll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.
> Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.
> Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.
> Sincerely,
> Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school yearbooks, or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

---

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
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From astanley at athenslibrary.org Mon Dec 8 15:39:11 2014
From: astanley at athenslibrary.org (Angela C. Stanley)
Date: Mon, 8 Dec 2014 15:39:11 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] ACCL Heritage Room Spring Internships
Message-ID: <1418071151.310619428@mail.athenslibrary.org>

An HTML attachment was scrubbed... URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141208/1b70d3d1/attachment-0001.html>

-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: DigitizationInternshipDescription_Spring2015.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 199609 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141208/1b70d3d1/attachment-0002.pdf>
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From hhgeo at rcls.org Tue Dec  9 14:09:24 2014
From: hhgeo at rcls.org (Heather Henricksen-Georghiou - NFL)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 2014 14:09:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items
In-Reply-To: <000501d01334$e4d44c90$ae7ce5b0$@chestateelibrary.org>
References: <CA+mUgxWbIM-Rpm+pa1a3QQ2uH=ZpJGXLcdbKReMkJa0CYEj6Q@mail.gmail.com>
<Message-ID: <ddc68a1d98034c1282d032de932645e6@rcls.org>>
Dear Colby:

I was looking through your list.

I am only interested in items from New York....

Is the Yesteryear you listed a periodical? I believe it was published in Walton (Sullivan County), NY...How much (approx.) Do you think it would take to ship that up to New York?

I was reading the list while a nor'easter rages outside and it blipped the rest of the list right off my computer....ARGH.

Heather H. Georghiou
hhgeo at rcls.org
Local History Librarian
Newburgh Free Library
124 Grand St.
Newburgh, NY 12550

----------------------------------------
From: "Colby Hunter" <chunter at chestateelibrary.org>
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2014 5:18 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items

We will take everything for Georgia. We can pay for postage.

Colby Hunter, Information Specialist
Dawson County Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 26 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
chunter at chestateelibrary.org (e)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Koch
Sent: Monday, December 08, 2014 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items
Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:

Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.

You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.

Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.

If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I'll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.

Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.

Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.

Sincerely,

--
Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school yearbooks, or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141209/9cc9f996/attachment.html>

From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org Tue Dec 9 14:13:25 2014
From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 2014 14:13:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items
In-Reply-To: <ddc68a1d98034c1282d032de932645e6@rcls.org>
References: <CA+mUgxWbiM-Rpm+pa1a3QQ2uH=ZpJGXLcbdKReMkUja0CYEj6Q@mail.gmail.com>
<000501d01334$e4d44c90$ae7ce5b0$@chestateelibrary.org>
<ddc68a1d98034c1282d032de932645e6@rcls.org>
Message-ID: <001301d013e4$3555a1a0$a000e4e0$@chestateelibrary.org>

Hey Heather,

Linda Koch wrote the original email. She is at the bottom of this thread. Sorry for the cold weather. Hope it doesn't get to bad up there. :)

Colby

Colby Hunter, Information Specialist
Dawson County Library
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
(706)344-3690 ext. 26 (p)
(706)344-3691 (f)
<mailto:chunter at chestateelibrary.org> chunter at chestateelibrary.org (e)

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Heather Henricksen-Georghiou - NFL
Sent: Tuesday, December 09, 2014 2:09 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: hhgeo at rcls.org
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items

Dear Colby:
I was looking through your list.

I am only interested in items from New York....

Is the Yesteryear you listed a periodical? I believe it was published in Walton (Sullivan County), NY...How much (approx.) Do you think it would take to ship that up to New York?

I was reading the list while a nor'easter rages outside and it blipped the rest of the list right off my computer....ARGH.

Heather H. Georghiou
hhgeo at rcls.org
Local History Librarian
Newburgh Free Library
124 Grand St.
Newburgh, NY  12550

_____
Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:

Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.

You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.

Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.

If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I’ll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.

Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.

Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.
Sincerely,

--

Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org <http://www.alleganlibrary.org/>
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30
Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school yearbooks, or
money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141209/71c6217e/attachment.html>

From pnorris at ridgewoodlibrary.org Tue Dec  9 15:13:10 2014
From: pnorris at ridgewoodlibrary.org (Peggy Norris)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 2014 15:13:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Employment Opportunity
Message-ID: <314744896@ridgewoodlibrary.org>

The Ridgewood (NJ) Public Library seeks a Local History Librarian for the Bolger
Heritage Center.&nbsp;

Job Summary: The Library seeks a dynamic professional with a passion for customer
service, innovation, and local history
&genealogy to lead our Bolger Heritage Center (HC). &nbsp;The successful
candidate will manage, preserve and popularize HC resources, bringing history
alive with creative programming for all ages. &nbsp;The Library also encourages
staff to learn the interests and needs of our community by assisting at all
Library service desks; upgrade their individual knowledge and skills on an ongoing
basis; and share relevant knowledge with all staff. &nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;

Detailed Employment Opportunity Description and Employment Application are

Peggy W. Norris Bolger Heritage Center Ridgewood Public Library 125 No. Maple Ave.
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
From ckluskens at verizon.net  Tue Dec  9 21:19:08 2014
From: ckluskens at verizon.net (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Tue, 9 Dec 2014 21:19:08 -0500
       free to good library home
Message-ID: <3F36F851-0F59-425B-95E6-9DDF14CD2EFC@verizon.net>

Making room on my bookshelves again?

Free to a good library home, "New England Ancestors" (magazine of the New England
Historic Genealogical Society), Vols. 1-4 complete run - 20 physical issues -
(2000-2003). Still lots of good material that is not outdated.

Please include your mailing address in your reply and reply off list.

Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, VA
ckluske@verizon.net

From lholden at andersonlibrary.org  Thu Dec 11 10:05:16 2014
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2014 10:05:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items (SC item)
Message-ID: <003901d01553$e138f6a0$a3aae3e0$@andersonlibrary.org>

I am most interested in Pendleton District Census for South Carolina if it is still
available.

_______________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130
Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:

Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.

You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.

Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.

If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I'll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.

Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.

Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.

Sincerely,

--

Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
From astanley at athenslibrary.org  Wed Dec 10 10:43:36 2014
From: astanley at athenslibrary.org (Angela C. Stanley)
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 2014 10:43:36 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <1418226216.563529244@mail.athenslibrary.org>

Hello, colleagues, and apologies for cross-postings:

We have in our collection a 1999 spiral-bound, self-"published" "book" of selected photocopied photographs, mostly of houses and properties throughout our area (Athens, GA). In their original format, these images are early 20th century photographs from an archival collection at the University of Alabama. A notable UGA professor--recently deceased--photographed the photos, processed them as 35mm slides, and printed them onto regular copy paper which he had bound.

Because the images contain no descriptions, citizen historians have, since then, taken to annotating the photographs with post-it notes, indicating possible/probable locations, owners, movement of the houses, demolition, etc. Corrections to the annotations have been made by later reviewers.

My question is, what would you do with this work? Having it bound and cataloged doesn't really solve our problem. The post-it notes won't last forever, and aren't archival. But they do indicate to the modern reader that the annotations aren't part of the original work, and I would like to preserve the information on them. To complicate matters further, the professor does not explicitly indicate that permission was obtained by UA to reproduce the photographs, though he does credit the institution and the photographer. Depending on how one interprets the word "published," the original photographs may or may not be in the public domain. I could digitize the document ... but the muddy rights make putting it online something of a gamble.

Thanks for your thoughts,
Angela
From: tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us  Thu Dec 11 14:24:00 2014
From: tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us (Luscombe Tracy)
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2014 19:24:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Annotations; Or, What Would You Do?
In-Reply-To: <1418226216.563529244@mail.athenslibrary.org>
References: <1418226216.563529244@mail.athenslibrary.org>
Message-ID: <6b6135fccd3349258dfa125a1801d511@CY1PR09MB0569.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

You could scan to a folder that is only available in the library to your researchers instead of on the open internet. We are doing that with our vertical files. All of the scanned documents are saved in folders, just as they are in the file drawer, and are available on the one computer that is designated in our genealogy section.

Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX
903-457-2959
tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Angela C. Stanley
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 9:44 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Annotations; Or, What Would You Do?

Hello, colleagues, and apologies for cross-postings:

We have in our collection a 1999 spiral-bound, self-"published" "book" of selected photocopied photographs, mostly of houses and properties throughout our area (Athens, GA). In their original format, these images are early 20th century photographs from an archival collection at the University of Alabama. A notable UGA professor--recently deceased--photographed the photos, processed them as 35mm slides, and printed them onto regular copy paper which he had bound.

Because the images contain no descriptions, citizen historians have, since then, taken to annotating the photographs with post-it notes, indicating possible/probable locations, owners, movement of the houses, demolition, etc. Corrections to the annotations have been made by later reviewers.
My question is, what would you do with this work? Having it bound and cataloged doesn't really solve our problem. The post-it notes won't last forever, and aren't archival. But they do indicate to the modern reader that the annotations aren't part of the original work, and I would like to preserve the information on them. To complicate matters further, the professor does not explicitly indicate that permission was obtained by UA to reproduce the photographs, though he does credit the institution and the photographer. Depending on how one interprets the word "published," the original photographs may or may not be in the public domain. I could digitize the document ... but the muddy rights make putting it online something of a gamble.

Thanks for your thoughts,

Angela

---

Angela C. Stanley >> Heritage Room Librarian >> Athens-Clarke County Library >> (706) 613-3650 x352

---

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141211/08bdc9d9/attachment.html>

From kmostyn at nioga.org  Thu Dec 11 14:44:22 2014
From: kmostyn at nioga.org (Kristine Mostyn)
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2014 14:44:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Archiving online only newspapers articles
Message-ID: <CA+Q4LnkBY8MEcyLOPU5VR_aOMFFr_GZYpwQ5tRvOoqdiilLzzQ@mail.gmail.com>

Hi all,
Our local newspaper closed in May 2014. Now we only have an online new service available. The paper only keeps the most recent news, the last 24 hours, and the last month's worth of obituaries available. After that the information is gone. How would you archive/store/save that information for later use?
Thanks!
Kristine

--
Kristine Mostyn  
Asst. Director  
Lee-Whedon Memorial Library  
620 West Ave  
Medina, NY 14103  
585-798-3430  

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL:  
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141211/793a0cde/attachment.html>

From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov  Thu Dec 11 14:46:01 2014  
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)  
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2014 19:46:01 +0000  
Subject: [Genealib] Archiving online only newspapers articles  
In-Reply-To: <CA+Q4LknkBY8MEcyL0PU5VR_aOMfFr_GZYpwQ5tRvOoqdiiLzzQ@mail.gmail.com>  
References: <CA+Q4LknkBY8MEcyL0PU5VR_aOMfFr_GZYpwQ5tRvOoqdiiLzzQ@mail.gmail.com>  
Message-ID: <bb219ca140c147778447552a3100da59@CY1PR09MB0250.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>  

Whether you find a way to store it electronically or not, I would print it off.  

Susan Scouras  
Librarian  
WV Archives and History Library  
The Culture Center  
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E  
Charleston, WV  25305-0300  
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742  
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>  

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kristine Mostyn  
Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2014 2:44 PM  
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists  
Subject: [Genealib] Archiving online only newspapers articles  

Hi all,  
Our local newspaper closed in May 2014. Now we only have an online new service available. The paper only keeps the most recent news, the last 24 hours, and the last month's worth of obituaries available. After that the information is gone. How would you archive/store/save that information for later use? Thanks!  
Kristine  

--  
Kristine Mostyn  
Asst. Director  
Lee-Whedon Memorial Library  
620 West Ave  
Medina, NY 14103  
585-798-3430  
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...  
URL:  
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141211/5ffd4d52/attachment.html>
Angela,

The annotations on the post-it notes seem like a really unique type of information that is worth preserving. You could do so by making a map of the properties on the website historypin.com. If the university archives allows you, you could also use the photos in the notebook by uploading them to attach to the pins. If not, you could try to use images taken from google street view to illustrate them, if the houses are still standing. This site works great for preserving genealogical and local history information that is tied to geographic locations.

Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
University of Illinois GSLIS

On Thu, Dec 11, 2014 at 1:24 PM, Luscombe Tracy <tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us> wrote:

> You could scan to a folder that is only available in the library to your researchers instead of on the open internet. We are doing that with our vertical files. All of the scanned documents are saved in folders, just as they are in the file drawer, and are available on the one computer that is designated in our genealogy section.
Hello, colleagues, and apologies for cross-postings:

We have in our collection a 1999 spiral-bound, self-"published" "book" of selected photocopied photographs, mostly of houses and properties throughout our area (Athens, GA). In their original format, these images are early 20th century photographs from an archival collection at the University of Alabama. A notable UGA professor--recently deceased--photographed the photos, processed them as 35mm slides, and printed them onto regular copy paper which he had bound.

Because the images contain no descriptions, citizen historians have, since then, taken to annotating the photographs with post-it notes, indicating possible/probable locations, owners, movement of the houses, demolition, etc. Corrections to the annotations have been made by later reviewers.

My question is, what would you do with this work? Having it bound and cataloged doesn't really solve our problem. The post-it notes won't last forever, and aren't archival. But they do indicate to the modern reader that the annotations aren't part of the original work, and I would like to preserve the information on them. To complicate matters further, the professor does not explicitly indicate that permission was obtained by UA to reproduce the photographs, though he does credit the institution and the photographer. Depending on how one interprets the word "published," the original photographs may or may not be in the public domain. I could digitize the document ... but the muddy rights make putting it online something of a gamble.

Thanks for your thoughts,

Angela

Angela C. Stanley >> Heritage Room Librarian >> Athens-Clarke County Library >> (706) 613-3650 x352

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message, which arise as a result of e-mail
transmission. If verification is required please request a hard-copy version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS! A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141211/c8964116/attachment.html>

From donnisheadley1 at comcast.net  Thu Dec 11 15:20:28 2014
From: donnisheadley1 at comcast.net (donnisheadley1 at comcast.net)
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2014 20:20:28 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxWbiM-Rpm+pa1a3QQ2uH=ZpJGXLCbdKReMkUja0CYEj6Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxWbiM-Rpm+pa1a3QQ2uH=ZpJGXLCbdKReMkUja0CYEj6Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <957666409.1621148.1418329228800.JavaMail.zimbra@comcast.net>

Linda,
I will send this list to the Westmoreland, Somerset, and Fayette County, Pa. libraries in case they have not seen it. If they do not reply, or do not want these items, Washington County, Pa., or our library (Donora, within Washington County, Pa.) may also want them. Thanks for sharing the list!
Donnis Headley
Donora Public Library
Donora, PA 15033

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Linda Koch" <lkoch at alleganlibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, December 8, 2014 4:24:14 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Must Purge Shelves of Non-Michigan Items

Dear fellow Librarians Serving Genealogists:

Due to space and library collection policy changes, we must clear eighteen 3-foot long shelves of non-local genealogy materials. Most of the items are from West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio, Virginia, and miscellaneous other places. See the attached list. These have to be gone from our shelves before the end of this year, either to libraries or a dumpster.

You must reimburse for shipping, as our genealogy collection subsists on donations and we do not have funds or a budget except for a subscription to Ancestry Library edition.

Shipment of material through MeL Rides will be given a priority, but institutions taking large amounts of materials will also be a priority.

If you have a truck or are nearby and taking most or the whole collection, I'll try to arrange pick-up here or coerce my husband into getting the materials to you with what we can pack into our car.

Thanks to my AARP Trainee Gerti West for creating this list.
Thank you for helping me find homes for these items.

Sincerely,
---
Linda Koch, B.A., M.A., M.L.I.S.
Reference, Adult Services, Genealogy, & Local History Librarian
Allegan District Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625; FAX 269-673-8661
www.alleganlibrary.org
Open Mon-Th 10-9, Fri & Sat 9-5:30; closed Sun
My hours: MW 12-9, TuTh 9-6, F/every 3rd Sat, 9-5:30

Donations of compiled family histories, Allegan County school yearbooks, or money to purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141211/8a72381d/attachment.html>

From racarr47 at yahoo.com  Fri Dec 12 10:26:45 2014
From: racarr47 at yahoo.com (Ruth Carr)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 15:26:45 +0000 (UTC)
In-Reply-To: <BY2PR01MB220DB013B9A4B2E405A769DD2600@BY2PR01MB220.prod.exchangelabs.com>
References: <BY2PR01MB220DB013B9A4B2E405A769DD2600@BY2PR01MB220.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Message-ID: <71787635.123027.1418398005558.JavaMail.yahoo@jws10098.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>

Posting on behalf of the New York Genealogical and Biographical Society:

?The?New York Family History Research Guide and Gazetteer?is the first book of its kind. More than 100 experts have reviewed and contributed content about local and regional resources and key topics in New York family history. The result is a book of more than 800 pages with:
- Chapters on major record groups and research resources, including the most up-to-date and comprehensive review of New York State?s extremely complicated vital records system
- Information on research resources for sixteen major ethnic and twelve major religious groups that have lived in New York
- Gazetteers, maps, and research guides to each of New York?s 62 counties, including the five boroughs of New York City
- More than 100 separate, categorized, special topic bibliographies vetted by genealogists
- Timelines of key events in New York history 1609?1945 that impact genealogical research
- An index of over 11,000 place names and place-name variants past and present,
the first published gazetteer of its kind since 1872


?The unrivaled achievement of this volume is its authoritative and accessible coverage of the vast, complex, and challenging domain of genealogical research. The NYG&B? long recognized as a champion of family history -- has provided an indispensable, must-have resource for libraries, historical societies, and their many users.? Ann Thornton ? Andrew W. Mellon Director, The New York Public Library? ?Three years of intensive work culminate in this volume, which serves as a comprehensive guide to the resources available to research the histories of families with New York roots. The Guide is a unique resource which not only supports those interested in New York State, but also provides a model for other states?a true gift to those interested in family history.? David S. Ferriero ? Archivist of the United States?

Pam Cooper at irclibrary.org  Fri Dec 12 10:45:01 2014
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 10:45:01 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question
Message-ID: <004301d01622$97634970$c629dc50$@irclibrary.org>

We received in the book drop a photograph album. Most of the pictures we are unable to identify. (There are several hundred.) There are about 10-20 pictures that we know for sure who is the family and the buildings within our town.

It is now a collection that we have preserved. I was going to name it by the
family we knew, but it just did not seem right. Calling it just "Photograph Album" seemed ambiguous.

Any thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

---------- next part ----------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/d52b0cef/attachment.html>

In a message dated 12/12/2014 10:45:15 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, pcooper at irclibrary.org writes:

identify. (There are several hundred.) There are about 10-20 pictures that we know for sure who is the family and the buildings within our town. It is now a collection that we have preserved. I was going to name it by the family we knew, but it just did not seem right. Calling it just ?Photograph Album? seemed ambiguous.
Any thoughts?
Pam

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/f09dbf89/attachment.html>

From DougB81042 at aol.com Fri Dec 12 11:29:03 2014
From: DougB81042 at aol.com (DougB81042 at aol.com)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 11:29:03 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question
Message-ID: <23062.475ac590.41bc71cf@aol.com>

In the other pictures do you recognize the same town?
Album of Vero Beach Florida With Cooper family and others(ex:)
Doug Burnett

In a message dated 12/12/2014 10:45:15 A.M. Eastern Standard Time, pcooper at irclibrary.org writes:

identify. (There are several hundred.) There are about 10-20 pictures that we know for sure who is the family and the buildings within our town. It is now a collection that we have preserved. I was going to name it by the family we knew, but it just did not seem right. Calling it just ?Photograph Album? seemed ambiguous.
Any thoughts?
Pam

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/0bb2fa9b/attachment.html>

From mwetzel at little-dixie.lib.mo.us Fri Dec 12 12:00:03 2014
From: mwetzel at little-dixie.lib.mo.us (Shelly Wetzel)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 11:00:03 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question
In-Reply-To: <004301d01622$97634970$c629dc50$@irclibrary.org>
References: <004301d01622$97634970$c629dc50$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CA+ZhfX6ZOKDgXn8vNj_Njfc0Y=OnTBpwz1UXx384L3wrEdN6tA@mail.gmail.com>

How about 'Of local interest...a collection of photos covering families and buildings ?in our area'

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 9:45 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
>
> We received in the book drop a photograph album. Most of the pictures we are unable to identify. (There are several hundred.) There are about 10-20 pictures that we know for sure who is the family and the buildings within our town.
>
>
>
> It is now a collection that we have preserved. I was going to name it by the family we knew, but it just did not seem right. Calling it just ?Photograph Album? seemed ambiguous.
Any thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

______________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Michelle 'Shelly' Wetzel
Little Dixie Regional Libraries
Reference/Genealogy
111 North 4th St.
Moberly, MO 65270
660-263-4426 *818
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/a0e8d05a/attachment.html>

From DougB81042 at aol.com  Fri Dec 12 12:04:02 2014
From: DougB81042 at aol.com (DougB81042 at aol.com)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 12:04:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Annotations; Or, What Would You Do?
Message-ID: <6f476.7066df8d.41bc7a02@aol.com>

Angela
I hesitate to suggest this but... for those homes that may still be standing a volunteer using google earth could confirm--long and tedious but if you have a volunteer group or a local historical soc that may take that on as a project.
Douglas Burnett
Satellite Beach
FL

In a message dated 12/11/2014 2:34:54 P.M. Eastern Standard Time, tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us writes:

You could scan to a folder that is only available in the library to your researchers instead of on the open internet. We are doing that with our vertical files. All of the scanned documents are saved in folders, just as they are in the file drawer, and are available on the one computer that is designated in our genealogy section.
Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX
903-457-2959
tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Angela C. Stanley
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2014 9:44 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Annotations; Or, What Would You Do?

Hello, colleagues, and apologies for cross-postings:

We have in our collection a 1999 spiral-bound, self-"published" "book" of selected photocopied photographs, mostly of houses and properties throughout our area (Athens, GA). In their original format, these images are early 20th century photographs from an archival collection at the University of Alabama. A notable UGA professor--recently deceased--photographed the photos, processed them as 35mm slides, and printed them onto regular copy paper which he had bound.

Because the images contain no descriptions, citizen historians have, since then, taken to annotating the photographs with post-it notes, indicating possible/probable locations, owners, movement of the houses, demolition, etc. Corrections to the annotations have been made by later reviewers.

My question is, what would you do with this work? Having it bound and cataloged doesn't really solve our problem. The post-it notes won't last forever, and aren't archival. But they do indicate to the modern reader that the annotations aren't part of the original work, and I would like to preserve the information on them. To complicate matters further, the professor does not explicitly indicate that permission was obtained by UA to reproduce the photographs, though he does credit the institution and the photographer. Depending on how one interprets the word "published," the original photographs may or may not be in the public domain. I could digitize the document ... but the muddy rights make putting it online something of a gamble.

Thanks for your thoughts,
Angela
Angela C. Stanley >> Heritage Room Librarian >> Athens-Clarke County Library >> (706) 613-3650 x352

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this
e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,
destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore
does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this
message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification
is required please request a hard-copy version. ATTENTION PUBLIC OFFICIALS!
A "Reply to All" of this e-mail could lead to violations of the Texas Open
Meetings Act. Please reply only to the sender.

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/26f489a8/
attachment.html>

From pkennedy at tmcpl.org  Fri Dec 12 12:19:38 2014
From: pkennedy at tmcpl.org (Patrick Kennedy)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 12:19:38 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question
References: <004301d01622$97634970$c629dc50$s@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <B3133B45D0D1E44B3A214D73FD6B26120FD50@tmcpl-dc01.office.tmcpl.lib.oh.us>
Initially, I think we would temporarily title it, but have it available for a month
or two for people to 'play' an identification challenge. That way you may find
more of the photos ID'd and might present a better (or muddied :-) ) understanding
of who or what the collection is about.

Have fun,
Patrick

Patrick D. Kennedy, Archivist
Troy-Miami County Public Library
Local History Library
100 W. Main St.
Troy, Ohio 45373
937.335.4082                  pkennedy at tmcpl.org

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Pam Cooper
Sent: Fri 12/12/2014 10:45 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question

We received in the book drop a photograph album. Most of the pictures we are
unable to identify. (There are several hundred.) There are about 10-20
pictures that we know for sure who is the family and the buildings within
our town.

It is now a collection that we have preserved. I was going to name it by the
family we knew, but it just did not seem right. Calling it just "Photograph Album" seemed ambiguous.

Any thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part --------------
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3674 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/0e29281a/attachment.bin>

From laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net  Fri Dec 12 12:25:38 2014
From: laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net (Laurie Mahaffey)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 11:25:38 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question
In-Reply-To: <B3133B45D0DD1E44B3A214D73FD6B26120FD56@tmcpl-dc01.office.tmcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <004301d016d2$97634970$c629dc50$@irclibrary.org> <B3133B45D0DD1E44B3A214D73FD6B26120FD56@tmcpl-dc01.office.tmcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <011a01d01630$a60da0e0$1f022609a0e0$@ctls.net>

Another suggestion for identification:
Laurie Mahaffey, Executive Director
CTLS, Inc.
5555 North Lamar Blvd., Suite L-115
Austin TX 78751
1-800-262-4431
512-583-0704
512-583-0709 Fax
www.ctls.net
laurie.mahaffey at ctls.net

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Patrick Kennedy
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 11:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Naming a file Question

Initially, I think we would temporarily title it, but have it available for
a month or two for people to 'play' an identification challenge. That way
you may find more of the photos ID'd and might present a better (or muddied
:-) ) understanding of who or what the collection is about.

Have fun,
Patrick

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Pam Cooper
Sent: Fri 12/12/2014 10:45 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Naming a file Question

We received in the book drop a photograph album. Most of the pictures we are
unable to identify. (There are several hundred.) There are about 10-20
pictures that we know for sure who is the family and the buildings within
our town.

It is now a collection that we have preserved. I was going to name it by the
family we knew, but it just did not seem right. Calling it just "Photograph
Album" seemed ambiguous.
Any thoughts?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov  Fri Dec 12 12:58:54 2014
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 11:58:54 -0600
Message-ID: <548AD8B2.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>

Season's Greetings, List:

Next Spring I'm giving a talk about Library of Congress for genealogists. I'm relying heavily on their web sites and digital collections, but I suffer from I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most important things I should include? Never mind about what I've already found; personal experience matters just as much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Well, I knew it would come to this. My DNA books are all over the Dewey place! I want them together! I know, I know cataloging is not that simple. Does anyone have a good catalog number?

What I have found are the following numbers on our shelf:

929.10285
929.1072
929.1
929
616.042 Genetic Disorders
572.86 - Biology - DNA

The reason this came up is because we just received the book "NextGen Genealogy" and LOC used 929.1072 - Ugh!

Would like to be more consistent. I am not a cataloger, but the catalogers do listen to me. <g> I know many more books will be published in the coming years and I want to get ahead of this.

Thanks for any advice.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
It does seem that many of the DNA books we get are about Genealogy and DNA so 929.1 would be good. I would not go for 616 or 572. I know 929.1 is very broad though but I would use it. I used to do the cataloging at our library for the genealogy books. They would let me "override" some of the call numbers. I'm with you in that we need a number for genealogy and DNA.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

[cid:image005.png at 01D0160E.62C89490]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2014 12:00 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Cataloging

Well, I knew it would come to this. My DNA books are all over the Dewey place! I want them together! I know, I know cataloging is not that simple. Does anyone have a good catalog number?

What I have found are the following numbers on our shelf:

929.10285
929.1072
929.1
929
616.042 Genetic Disorders
572.86 - Biology - DNA

The reason this came up is because we just received the book "NextGen Genealogy" and LOC used 929.1072 - Ugh!

Would like to be more consistent. I am not a cataloger, but the catalogers do listen to me. <g> I know many more books will be published in the coming years and I want to get ahead of this.

Thanks for any advice.

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/f7280a81/attachment.html>
-------------- next part --------------
The logistics of getting registered and issued a researcher's card are worth mentioning, since the process is very different from visiting the library as a tourist. It can take an hour or more to get through the registration process at both the Library of Congress and the National Archives, depending on the time of day and how many others are ahead of you in the line. At LC, the registration office is in a building across the street, and it's a fair hike through the tunnels to the main library once you have your card and are ready to research. And you'll want to allow some time to get oriented to the collection and the rules.

If you have the time and are going to be in DC for several days combining research and tourism, you might want to drop in at the start of your visit just to go through the registration process and maybe (if time permits) get a brief orientation. I always find that even if I have time and a research objective in hand for my first visit, once I've had a chance to do a bit of research and understand more fully what is available, I always want to come back. So I try to arrange my schedule (and my family's expectations) to permit more than one research day to allow for unexpected breakthroughs.

Finally, as a former genealogy reference librarian, I have to say this: take advantage of the reference staff! Don't just tell them what documents you are looking for; tell them what questions you are trying to answer. They know the collection and can make suggestions for things you never thought of.

Karen Stanley
Houston, TX
digital collections, but I suffer from 
I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it 
Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most 
important things I should include? Never mind about what 
I've already found; personal experience matters just as much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From dutch at bright.net  Fri Dec 12 20:07:16 2014
From: dutch at bright.net (William Houyouse)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 20:07:16 -0500
In-Reply-To: <1418416428.85213.YahooMailBasic@web181306.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
References: <548AD8B2.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov> 
<1418416428.85213.YahooMailBasic@web181306.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <CAA5OxyX7vjJDz+fo9_7UpfAWFTPeSXQehQvpmcDMeCNWci_ohw@mail.gmail.com>

After showing your new id and stowing stuff in lockers - you will go to a smaller room for the genealogical research not the beautiful main reading room. First you will search the collection on computers - find the books you need, complete the call slips, turn them in at the desk. While you are waiting for the books to be delivered you can browse the shelving units in the room that are stocked with common genealogical references. You use copy cards for the copy machines. If I remember correctly you go back to the coat/locker area for change. My advise is to study the card catalog at home, note which volumes you want to check, bring your list along and it will save a lot of time. It has been a couple of years since I was there and things constantly change but it is a national treasure trove!

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 3:33 PM, Karen Stanley <kstanley at flash.net> wrote:
>
> The logistics of getting registered and issued a researcher's card are 
> worth mentioning, since the process is very different from visiting the 
> library as a tourist. It can take an hour or more to get through the 
> registration process at both the Library of Congress and the National 
> Archives, depending on the time of day and how many others are ahead of you 
> in the line. At LC, the registration office is in a building across the 
> street, and it's a fair hike through the tunnels to the main library once 
> you have your card and are ready to research. And you'll want to allow 
> some time to get oriented to the collection and the rules.
If you have the time and are going to be in DC for several days combining research and tourism, you might want to drop in at the start of your visit just to go through the registration process and maybe (if time permits) get a brief orientation. I always find that even if I have time and a research objective in hand for my first visit, once I've had a chance to do a bit of research and understand more fully what is available, I always want to come back. So I try to arrange my schedule (and my family's expectations) to permit more than one research day to allow for unexpected breakthroughs.

Finally, as a former genealogy reference librarian, I have to say this: take advantage of the reference staff! Don't just tell them what documents you are looking for; tell them what questions you are trying to answer. They know the collection and can make suggestions for things you never thought of.

Karen Stanley
Houston, TX

On Fri, 12/12/14, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Friday, December 12, 2014, 11:58 AM

Season's Greetings, List:

Next Spring I'm giving a talk about Library of Congress for genealogists. I'm relying heavily on their web sites and digital collections, but I suffer from I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most important things I should include? Never mind about what I've already found; personal experience matters just as much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Actually, I understand the Local History & Genealogy collection is now in the main reading room - the old Local History & Genealogy Room is no more. That happened several months ago, as I recall.

Claire Kluskens

On Dec 12, 2014, at 8:07 PM, William Houyouse <dutch at bright.net> wrote:

> After showing your new id and stowing stuff in lockers - you will go to a smaller room for the genealogical research not the beautiful main reading room. First you will search the collection on computers - find the books you need, complete the call slips, turn them in at the desk. While you are waiting for the books to be delivered you can browse the shelving units in the room that are stocked with common genealogical references. You use copy cards for the copy machines. If I remember correctly you go back to the coat/locker area for change. My advise is to study the card catalog at home, note which volumes you want to check, bring your list along and it will save a lot of time. It has been a couple of years since I was there and things constantly change but it is a national treasure trove!

> On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 3:33 PM, Karen Stanley <kstanley at flash.net> wrote:
> The logistics of getting registered and issued a researcher's card are worth mentioning, since the process is very different from visiting the library as a tourist. It can take an hour or more to get through the registration process at both the Library of Congress and the National Archives, depending on the time of day and how many others are ahead of you in the line. At LC, the registration office is in a building across the street, and it's a fair hike through the tunnels to the main library once you have your card and are ready to research. And you'll want to allow some time to get oriented to the collection and the rules.

> If you have the time and are going to be in DC for several days combining research and tourism, you might want to drop in at the start of your visit just to go through the registration process and maybe (if time permits) get a brief orientation. I always find that even if I have time and a research objective in hand for my first visit, once I've had a chance to do a bit of research and understand more fully what is available, I always want to come back. So I try to arrange my schedule (and my family's expectations) to permit more than one research day to allow for unexpected breakthroughs.

> Finally, as a former genealogy reference librarian, I have to say this: take advantage of the reference staff! Don't just tell them what documents you are looking for; tell them what questions you are trying to answer. They know the collection and can make suggestions for things you never thought of.
On Fri, 12/12/14, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

Season's Greetings, List:

Next Spring I'm giving a talk about Library of Congress for
genealogists. I'm relying heavily on their web sites and
digital collections, but I suffer from
I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it
Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most
important things I should include? Never mind about what
I've already found; personal experience matters just as
much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141212/256c16ce/attachment.html>

From rayscru at gmail.com  Fri Dec 12 21:46:05 2014
From: rayscru at gmail.com (Yvonne Crumpler)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 2014 20:46:05 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] DNA Cataloging
This is from a retired librarian. Use LC cataloging for collection as it puts material in same place.

Not much help? but write a grant to catalog collection to LC as it puts like material together and thus easier for the patrons to find. We did that where I worked and it made a huge difference.

Yvonne S. Crumpler, retired
Birmingham Public Library

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 12:00 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:

> Well, I knew it would come to this. My DNA books are all over the Dewey place! I want them together! I know, I know cataloging is not that simple. Does anyone have a good catalog number?

> What I have found are the following numbers on our shelf:

> 929.10285
> 929.1072
> 929.1
> 929
> 616.042 Genetic Disorders
> 572.86 ? Biology ? DNA

> The reason this came up is because we just received the book ?NextGen Genealogy? and LOC used 929.1072 ? Ugh!

> Would like to be more consistent. I am not a cataloger, but the catalogers do listen to me. <g> I know many more books will be published in the coming years and I want to get ahead of this.

> Thanks for any advice.

> Pam
I visited last spring, and yes, the Genealogy room has been dismantled, and
now all their staff and collection have been rolled into the Main Reading Room. The head of genealogy gave me a tour, and he pointed out that their
online catalog is imperfect. He showed me that staff has retained card catalog drawers pertaining to genealogy in a back room, and that staff have
added years of handwritten annotations onto those cards which has turned it into a valuable finding aid. The only way to access this is to ask staff,
because this info. is not usually reflected in online records.

Nicole Milller

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 7:45 PM, Claire Kluskens <cklusakens at verizon.net> wrote:
>
> Actually, I understand the Local History & Genealogy collection is now in
> the main reading room - the old Local History & Genealogy Room is no more.
> That happened several months ago, as I recall.
>
> Claire Kluskens
>
> On Dec 12, 2014, at 8:07 PM, William Houyouse <dutch at bright.net> wrote:
>
> After showing your new id and stowing stuff in lockers - you will go to a
> smaller room for the genealogical research not the beautiful main reading
> room. First you will search the collection on computers - find the books
> you need, complete the call slips, turn them in at the desk. While you are
> waiting for the books to be delivered you can browse the shelving units in
> the room that are stocked with common genealogical references. You use
> copy cards for the copy machines. If I remember correctly you go back to
> the coat/locker area for change. My advise is to study the card catalog at
> home, note which volumes you want to check, bring your list along and it
> will save a lot of time. It has been a couple of years since I was there
> and things constantly change but it is a national treasure trove!
>
> On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 3:33 PM, Karen Stanley <kstanley at flash.net> wrote:
>>
>> The logistics of getting registered and issued a researcher's card are
>> worth mentioning, since the process is very different from visiting the
>> library as a tourist. It can take an hour or more to get through the
>> registration process at both the Library of Congress and the National
>> Archives, depending on the time of day and how many others are ahead of you
>> in the line. At LC, the registration office is in a building across the
>> street, and it's a fair hike through the tunnels to the main library once
>> you have your card and are ready to research. And you'll want to allow
>> some time to get oriented to the collection and the rules.
>>
>> If you have the time and are going to be in DC for several days combining
>> research and tourism, you might want to drop in at the start of your visit
>> just to go through the registration process and maybe (if time permits) get
>> a brief orientation. I always find that even if I have time and a research
>> objective in hand for my first visit, once I've had a chance to do a bit of
>> research and understand more fully what is available, I always want to come
>> back. So I try to arrange my schedule (and my family's expectations) to
>> permit more than one research day to allow for unexpected breakthroughs.
>>
>> Finally, as a former genealogy reference librarian, I have to say this:
>> take advantage of the reference staff! Don't just tell them what documents
>> you are looking for; tell them what questions you are trying to answer.
>> They know the collection and can make suggestions for things you never
>> thought of.
On Fri, 12/12/14, Nancy Maxwell <Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:

To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Friday, December 12, 2014, 11:58 AM

Season's Greetings, List:

Next Spring I'm giving a talk about Library of Congress for
genealogists. I'm relying heavily on their websites and
digital collections, but I suffer from
I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it
Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most
important things I should include? Never mind about what
I've already found; personal experience matters just as
much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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In the case of the annotated catalog cards, I wonder how difficult it could be to digitally scan the cards, making them available as images, perhaps findable simply by a main subject or title, etc. Genealogy users, in-house or remote, might be happy to then browse the annotations, which would probably never be transcribed into the online catalog.

Similarly, we have an old card catalog, no longer added to, which we keep since it is too much trouble to have the details added to the regular library catalog.

Paul Keroack

Norwalk History Room, Norwalk Public Library, CT

Nicole Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com> wrote:

I visited last spring, and yes, the Genealogy room has been dismantled, and now all their staff and collection have been rolled into the Main Reading Room. The head of genealogy gave me a tour, and he pointed out that their online catalog is imperfect. He showed me that staff has retained card catalog drawers pertaining to genealogy in a back room, and that staff have added years of handwritten annotations onto those cards which has turned it into a valuable finding aid. The only way to access this is to ask staff, because this info. is not usually reflected in online records.

Nicole Miller

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 7:45 PM, Claire Kluskens <cklusakens at verizon.net> wrote: Actually, I understand the Local History & Genealogy collection is now in the main reading room - the old Local History & Genealogy Room is no more. That happened several months ago, as I recall.

Claire Kluskens

On Dec 12, 2014, at 8:07 PM, William Houyouse <dutch at bright.net> wrote:

After showing your new id and stowing stuff in lockers you will go to a smaller room for the genealogical research not the beautiful main reading room. First you will search the collection on computers - find
the books you need, complete the call slips, turn them in at the desk.? While you are waiting for the books to be delivered you can browse the shelving units in the room that are stocked with common genealogical references.? You use copy cards for the copy machines.? If I remember correctly you go back to the coat/locker area for change.? My advise is to study the card catalog at home, note which volumes you want to check, bring your list along and it will save a lot of time.? It has been a couple of years since I was there and things constantly change but it is a national treasure trove! ?

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 3:33 PM, Karen Stanley <kstanley at flash.net> wrote:

The logistics of getting registered and issued a researcher's card are worth mentioning, since the process is very different from visiting the library as a tourist.? It can take an hour or more to get through the registration process at both the Library of Congress and the National Archives, depending on the time of day and how many others are ahead of you in the line.? At LC, the registration office is in a building across the street, and it's a fair hike through the tunnels to the main library once you have your card and are ready to research.? And you'll want to allow some time to get oriented to the collection and the rules.

If you have the time and are going to be in DC for several days combining research and tourism, you might want to drop in at the start of your visit just to go through the registration process and maybe (if time permits) get a brief orientation.? I always find that even if I have time and a research objective in hand for my first visit, once I've had a chance to do a bit of research and understand more fully what is available, I always want to come back.? So I try to arrange my schedule (and my family's expectations) to permit more than one research day to allow for unexpected breakthroughs.

Finally, as a former genealogy reference librarian, I have to say this: take advantage of the reference staff!? Don't just tell them what documents you are looking for; tell them what questions you are trying to answer.? They know the collection and can make suggestions for things you never thought of.

Karen Stanley

Houston, TX

--------------------------------------------

On Fri, 12/12/14, Nancy Maxwell <Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:
Season's Greetings, List:

Next Spring I'm giving a talk about Library of Congress for genealogists. I'm relying heavily on their web sites and digital collections, but I suffer from I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most important things I should include? Never mind about what I've already found; personal experience matters just as much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Pam,

I pulled my copy of DDC (edition 20, I think they are up to 23 now) to have
a look at the numbers in the 929 section.

929.1072 is labeled "Research" under Genealogy and states "Class here the specific techniques and procedures involved in doing genealogical research in a specific area. Class comprehensive works on genealogical research in 929.1"

My version also no longer uses 929.1028, which was "Auxiliary techniques and procedures; apparatus, equipment, materials" Use 929.1072 for techniques and procedures and 929.3 for equipment, apparatus, and materials. Not sure what the 5 at the end of the .10285 was, unless it was a periodical/serial.

So if the book is about using DNA in a genealogical setting I would probably go with 929.1072, since it is a specific technique and procedure involved in doing genealogical research.

Sometimes the original cataloger may put a prime mark (929.1'072 or 929.1/072) to indicate to other catalogers that the record can be cut short at 929.1. That may be what happened to those you have cataloged at 929 or 929.1.

Victor

---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808     Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <mailto:vtjones at nbccpl.org> or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com

Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
Well, I knew it would come to this. My DNA books are all over the Dewey place! I want them together! I know, I know cataloging is not that simple. Does anyone have a good catalog number?

What I have found are the following numbers on our shelf:

929.10285
929.1072
929.1
929
616.042 Genetic Disorders
572.86 - Biology - DNA

The reason this came up is because we just received the book "NextGen Genealogy" and LOC used 929.1072 - Ugh!

Would like to be more consistent. I am not a cataloger, but the catalogers do listen to me. <g> I know many more books will be published in the coming years and I want to get ahead of this.

Thanks for any advice.

Pam
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Dec 15 12:58:49 2014
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 2014 12:58:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Frederick (Maryland) NewsPost on microfim -- does anyone buy it?
Message-ID: <CAPXojw-Gncj9E5T-Qb6s8xcaCB22TFfedmGiiv_BkE-zXvB4fw@mail.gmail.com>

Hello!

If anyone is in an institution who buys the _Frederick News-Post_ on microfilm can you e-mail me off list?

Thanks!

Mary

--
Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
Thanks to everyone who replied to my query regarding the content of the talk I'm going to give on genealogy and the Library of Congress. If anyone has anything else to add, other things I could talk about, please contact me off-list.

Nancy

---

I also have not been recently but read of the LH&G move. From past experience, don't forget all the special reading rooms. Of most common use - Newspapers and Periodicals and Microfilm. Some microfilms were self-service so you could spend the hour waiting for books to be pulled looking there. Geography and Maps. Lots have been digitized now, but maybe not all and still a lot of gazetteers and such. (I love the land ownership maps, but I think they are online now)

Over the years I have also gotten records for someone of the family copyright registrations for their pattern catalogs and sheet music great-great granddad wrote!! (Copyright Office and Performing Arts RR it was then, not sure now.)

Remember -- 3 buildings, connected underground. Cafeteria on the 6th floor of Madison Bldg was pretty good. The quick snack lunchroom on the tunnell level was not half bad. Just remember they are open to staff only at peak lunch times! (Or were)

There are also exhibits, not just in the main Jefferson Building, but other places. Always was something outside Geo & Maps.

Check the catalog from home, so you can have some call slips ready to turn in right away. Also note that some materials are stored off site and must be requested in advance. (I remember particularly foreign language newspapers - maybe just for Cyrillic and such)

Jane

---

On Fri, Dec 12, 2014 at 12:58 PM, Nancy Maxwell <Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:
Season's Greetings, List:

Next Spring I'm giving a talk about Library of Congress for genealogists. I'm relying heavily on their web sites and digital collections, but I suffer from I've-never-been-there-but-I'm-going-to-talk-about-it Syndrome. If you've researched there, what are THE most important things I should include? Never mind about what I've already found; personal experience matters just as much.

Thanks for your input!

Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From pjones at okhistory.org  Sat Dec 20 17:25:56 2014
From: pjones at okhistory.org (Patricia Jones)
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 2014 16:25:56 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Book Subscription Lists
Message-ID: <016001d01ca3$ec8572c0$c5905840$@okhistory.org>

Is there a way to limit searches to Book Subscription Lists records only in the "U.K. and U.S. Directories, 1680-1830" database in Ancestry (Library Edition)?

The Book Subscription Lists has an index of books purchased through subscriptions and that is what I am trying to access, along with subscribers names.

Thank you for any help you can offer on this.

Patricia Nunes Jones, MLIS
Technical Services Manager | Oklahoma Historical Society
800 Nazih Zuhdi Drive, Oklahoma City, OK 73105
<http://www.okhistory.org/> www.okhistory.org
(405) 522-4025

-------------- next part --------------
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On 12/20/2014 5:25 PM, Patricia Jones wrote:

> Is there a way to limit searches to Book Subscription Lists records
> only in the "U.K. and U.S. Directories, 1680-1830" database in
> Ancestry (Library Edition)?
>
> Reading the database description I got the impression that the
book subscription lists were British only. So I put in location as
United Kingdom and used keyword "book subscription". This got results.
Without the location limiter, I got hundreds of hits to the Charleston
directory which was available by subscription. Sometimes I wish Ancestry
had a "but not" field.

Anne Gometz
Gastonia NC (from my home address)
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20141220/e4c309be/attachment.html>

From tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us Mon Dec 29 16:31:58 2014
From: tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us (Luscombe Tracy)
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 2014 21:31:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for postage
Message-ID:
Mercer University Alumni Directory 2005. Looks like has entries back to 1851 but is
not a complete listing.
Harris Publishing Company Inc.

Looks brand new.

Tracy Luscombe
Library Director
W. Walworth Harrison Public Library
Greenville, TX 75401
903-457-2959
tluscombe at ci.greenville.tx.us

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the
individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if
you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system.
E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information
could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC

January 2015

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org.<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>


FOCUSING ON PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY

Our most comprehensive guide for research in Prince William County history and genealogy is our pathfinder Roots in Prince William<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Documents/Roots%20in%20PW%20-%202011.pdf> (19 pages, last revised in 2011). In it you'll find dozens of categories of what is available, including business records, census substitutes, church records, land records, manuscripts, newspapers, school records, vital records. It contains links to many online sources, including Ron Turner's web site www.pwcvirginia.com<http://www.pwcvirginia.com/>, which posts many documents and transcripts of Prince William sources.

See our Digital Library<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm> for our latest collection of indexes, databases and images related to Prince William history, including people indexes, historic sites, maps, and newspapers. Many databases have been updated in 2014.
Not all of our Prince William source material is online yet, but watch for more to appear in coming months.

SCANNER FUND IS Growing

We extend a public ?thank you? to those who have contributed to RELIC?s fund for a new microfilm scanner and invite others to participate. Every gift, no matter the size, takes us toward that goal.

Donations made to ?Prince William County? (with ?RELIC Donation Account? on the check?s memo line) are now being earmarked for future purchase of this equipment. Send checks to RELIC at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. Donations may be tax deductible. We appreciate your support.

RELIC Programs

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit eNotifications/subscribe<http://eservice.pwcv.gov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx> and select Library ? What?s New in RELIC. Unless otherwise stated, all these programs will take place at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcv.gov<mailto:relic2 at pwcv.gov>. You may also register online at RELIC Programs<http://www.pwcv.gov/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-Programs.aspx> by clicking on the program date.

January 8, 11 a.m. ? How to Be Successful Using DNA in Your Genealogy Research, with Jim Bartlett.

January 20, 7 p.m. ? How to Be Successful Using DNA in Your Genealogy Research, with Jim Bartlett. (Repeat)

February 11, 2 p.m. ? African American Genealogy: Tracking Families before the Civil War, with Don Wilson.

February 17, 7 p.m. ? The American Invasion of Canada during the Revolutionary War, with Ron Mayer.

February 24, 7 p.m. ? Genealogy 101: Getting Started, with Beverly Veness.
?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

For a comprehensive list of upcoming genealogical programs scheduled in the Washington metropolitan area we recommend you see Harold’s List, compiled monthly by genealogist Harold McClendon of Mount Vernon, Virginia: http://mvgenealogy.org/PDFs/Upcoming_Genealogy_Events.pdf or email him at haroldm at erols.com to subscribe.

HOW TO BE SUCCESSFUL USING DNA IN YOUR GENEALOGY RESEARCH

Presented by Jim Bartlett

Learn what you can, and cannot, determine from the various DNA tests (Y-DNA, mtDNA and atDNA) from Jim Bartlett, who has been an active genealogist since 1974. He administers the BARTLETT-DNA Project, with 250 participants, and successfully uses DNA test results as an essential part of his genealogy research. Jim’s explanations and examples do not require an understanding of the biology behind the tests. His discussion will provide examples of what the various test results look like and how you can use them to further your genealogy research.

This 90 minute program will be presented twice at Bull Run Library: Thursday, January 8, 2015, at 11 a.m. and on Tuesday, January 20, 2015, at 7 p.m. To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org. You may also register at RELIC Programs by clicking on the program date.

African American Genealogy:

TracKing Families Before the Civil War

Presented by Don Wilson

Discovering African American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC’s Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships and demonstrate the process through a case study approach. This 90 minute program
The American Invasion of Canada
during the Revolutionary War
Presented by Ron Mayer

Military historian Ron Mayer will describe this unusual Revolutionary War campaign, among whose participants were Daniel Morgan and his Riflemen. Due to his efforts in Quebec, Morgan was promoted and given command of the Eleventh Virginia Regiment of the Continental Line. This program will be presented on Tuesday, February 17, beginning at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.

To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2@pwcgov.org. You may also register at RELIC Programs by clicking on the program date.

GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
Presented by Beverly Veness

If you are curious about your family history, you have an opportunity to learn about methods, strategies and resources for tracing your roots at a free session sponsored by RELIC. This 90-minute program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, is scheduled for Tuesday, February 24, at 7 p.m. at Bull Run Library. She will highlight the numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC and will explore basic techniques for tracking ancestors.

To register for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2@pwcgov.org. You may also register at RELIC Programs by clicking on the program date.
Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org. Bull Run Regional Library is located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC at Ask RELIC or by calling us at 703-792-4540. Hours, September to June (ET): Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed Federal holidays.

#
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